Alchemical Food Revocation, Invocation and Invitation
"I found you, thank you, I am now here to heal your pain, lets become one and grow
together.” Andrea Basilio LCH Dip.
I, in this ever present co-creative moment of now, as a conscious being of choice, grown as foetus
in my mother’s womb, I choose to engage my hindsight and foresight, as my birth right and legacy,
to go beyond this contracted and chaotic reality and have access to the mystical and unseen world,
have conscious awareness about all foods in dreamtime and astral realms, on surface and
subsurface, hollow earth to allow the unknown to become known for the expressed purpose of reprogramming my 3 selves – Subconscious Mind, Conscious Mind and Superconscious Mind and
my body deeply into my own blood and bone marrow and with this resetting my blueprint to its
natural way of being. So that Divine Intelligence will transmute and transform, purify, cut and
release all negative and unwanted memories, blocks and energies we have created, accumulated
and accepted from the beginning of our creation to the present.
I call upon all spiritual contracts that exist in a court of equity in All foods including gmo food,
abuse of animals for human consumption, abuse of power and money with food, harmful drugs,
toxins and chemicals in a mass production of foods, slavery, the idea of being in the top or the
bottom of the food chain, starvation, punishment and torture with food, unethical farmlands,
plantations and any other lands that are associated with creating harmful foods, the journey and
possible contamination for importing and exporting foods and the high taxes that attached to these.
The plastic and harmful materials that are produced for food, that are unsustainable and damaging
Mother Earth, harming forests, nature reserve, lands, flowers, trees any other plants and creatures.
I call upon all four elements: Earth, Fire, Air, Water and all of the Alchemical and Galactical
Creatures and Beings and the Cosmos to come and join me in union and communion with Mother
Earth in a no competition and no hierarchy order for all sentient kind.
I release and revoke all contracts I had with all foods that I have ever eaten, didn’t digest, that is
stuck in my body, that is tainted with ancestral karmic energies, that is stuck in my lymphatic
system and gut, that was pre-programmed into my body as an addiction, or any food I am addicted
to, that is creating anger, frustrations and hate, that I received from a toxic person or place, that I
exchanged for money or other goods, unethical work, harmful objects, people, that is hanging as a
mortgage on my soul and it is eating my body up.
I am now inviting to release all entities from my body that are occupying energies that is creating
an unhealthy balance in my life. I release all mercuries, toxins in my mouth, jaw, teeth, tongue,
tonsils, digestion system and fat cells. I remove all unwanted memories in the past, present and
future about rejecting, receiving, giving, regurgitating harmful foods, I remove my worrying about
chewing or not chewing, the pain in my mouth and teeth. I now fortify all my body parts associated
with food including my fat cells, organs, atoms, molecules. I release all blockages that I have
accumulated over eons and eons of time. I remove all skin diseases, moles, liver spots or any other
diseases such as hair loss, blindness, loss of hearing, loss of taste, loss of teeth, loss of bones or in
or outer growth of bone and loss of all multi-dimensional senses. I remove all time-based contracts
that were associated with all foods and any stigmas attached to these and make all of these sacred.

I remove all unwanted and negative energies of beliefs, polarity, anger, rage, disrespect,
predatorial, energies, conclusions, ideas, competition-based beliefs, fears, worrying, chewing over
issues or spitting out fiery garbage, illusions and forced evolution and non-hierarchical ideas and
the system of domination and control in any way shape or form that have attached themselves to
any parts of foods. I remove all unwanted abuse I created with my ideologies of all foods and if I
stepped on to other people’s sovereign free will or they did to mine.
I now invoke my Alchemical Energies in union and communion with Earth and ask to heal my body
from top to toe inside and out. Any pain that I am experiencing within my body I love you, thank
you for being here it is now my time to let you go and fully transform, awaken and reset my
blueprint with the source of light, unconditional love and total freedom. ‘I’ Am the ‘I’ Present
Moment. I am now claiming my power back.
I am a multidimensional photonic being of light and co-creating with the energy of The Natural
Living Earth and Galaxies with my higher self in this and other realities, seen and unseen that is
already existing and will exist and penetrate those awakened to a new era of I am LOVE.
And I am inviting all of my signature frequencies to come and be a part of this movement. I am
inviting pure Divine Love into my cells so they can re-generate, fortify and reset. I am inviting the
foods of love to enter my body, that was deprived from me and I couldn’t love myself. I acknowledge
my self-worth, the shining bright and golden light that is already in me and that ‘I’ AM. The source,
the creator, the hub of interconnectivity and the free spirit that ‘I’ AM going through my journey
in this 3D and 5D reality from MY HEART!
I am standing at the sanctuary of love, where all creatures and beings come together in total peace
and unity and I am inviting you to taste freedom, to sample the products of Mother Earth to unite
with your true innate soul to go inside your body and heal it from pure love, to love yourself deeper,
and deeper and deeper. I am inviting you to come to this Alchemical and Galactical and Earthly
Healing Food Market - and embrace the 5th world of peace and now let’s Alchemise this deeper and
make it sacred as everything is and comes from within.
I call upon all signature matches of mine who are these peace creators and peace keepers to come
and gather with me in a non-hierarchical, non-competition environment and speak our own truth
with equality and with our own shamanic peace pipe. I invite you All to this immortal and infinite
megahertz frequency that will enable us to invite our body and brain to its full capacity. Be in an
Abundant Flow and Communion with the Euphoric Heart that you are.
I now, fully accept and become this Euphoric Frequency living being and co-creator of Earth, as
part of my past, present and future self, of simultaneously existing, who has this intention of taking
this revocation, invocation, invitation and demand to myself into the very structure of the cranial
sacral pulse, all of my chakras and the very bone marrow and blood and apply it to my blueprint.
So, I reset my blueprint and work that has a great impact on the karmas and dharmas of my lives.
I am the past, present, future being simultaneously existing. I call forth to all ancestors to honour
this reading of my free will and enter it into the Earth Akashic records for all sentient kind to
understand our freedom comes with the use of free will at all times. This is the ‘I’ Am Legacy of ‘I’.
Aho!
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